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1. Fund performance  

 

The Wentworth Williamson Stable Income Fund is focused on capital preservation and 

generating stable income to our investors over time.  

 

Performance (net of fees) - the Fund distribution yield for the month of April 2020 is 0.49% 

for the month and 6.07% on an annualised basis. The Fund target return of RBA cash + 3.5% 

(ie 3.75% annualised) continues to be comfortably exceeded. 

 

2. Portfolio update  

 

Our focus through these Covid 19 times remains as ever on preserving client capital while 

generating a stable income return. We are also mindful of the high-quality credit opportunities 

that are beginning to emerge.  In this update we provide some granular feedback on the 

existing portfolio as well as our approach to new opportunities. 

 

As we write this note in early May 2020, Australia is starting to head towards the end of the 

Covid 19 lockdowns. Unfortunately, we are also heading towards our first recession since the 

1990’s, a recession that could in some forecasts become Australia’s most significant economic 

depression since 1931.   

 

The Fund’s core asset is the funding we provide to Credabl – a medical professional financing 

business that we have supported for over 2 years since the inception of our Fund. Our portfolio 

update therefore considers the effects so far of the Covid 19 lockdowns on our investment. It 

appears the economic consequences of the virus will be with us for some time to come. So, 

while in this note we provide insight into why we believe our portfolio is robust based on what we know 

now, we are by no means attempting to predict the effects that a particularly uncertain future may have. 
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The key fundamentals of the Credabl investment proposition for us were, and still are: 

 

• The nature of the medical professional underlying obligor base - medical 

professionals have, over many years, demonstrated a high propensity to meet their 

debt obligations given the essential nature of their work, their ability to control their 

income flow at their own discretion and how they tend to approach their financial 

obligations in a rigorously professional and ethical manner; and 

• The quality of the Credabl management team – which, on average, has 15+ years of 

experience in working with medical professionals in Australia and does so as a trusted 

partner; and 

• Our funding structural protections – our capital is protected by equity provided by 

Credabl and the fact the receivable book we fund earns income in excess of the cost of 

funding.  

 

Although we can’t predict what the next few months will bring, we can provide feedback from 

our own analysis and our discussions with the Credabl management team on how the Covid 

19 lockdown has affected the Credabl client base and our investment so far. In particular we 

have focused on the impact of the dental profession being in lockdown other than for 

emergencies – the first time this has happened in living memory. 

 

2.1.  Requests for interest and capital deferrals by Credabl clients  

 

Businesses that have been required to shut down due to the effects of  Covid 19 have been 

approaching their lenders for interest and potentially capital deferral holidays. This has 

affected the Credabl portfolio as follows: 

 

• Generally, Credabl’s medical professional obligors have been categorized as essential 

services and so have been open for business to some extent. This is positive when 

considering the deferral propensity of the Credabl portfolio compared to other 

receivables portfolios. 

• It’s also worth emphasising the importance of the personal relationships of the Credabl 

team with their clients in negotiating the most suitable deferral arrangements for that 

client rather than a one size fits all approach. Credabl has in the region of 900 clients, 

roughly 50 clients per sales team member and over the course of April has had detailed 

discussions with each client on how to navigate the revenue decreases they have 

experienced and how best to support them for the long term.  
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• Importantly,  when each loan is advanced the Credabl credit team ensures that the debt 

service cover ratio (free cashflow / the monthly debt obligation) is sufficient given the 

circumstances of the borrower and this provides a substantial cashflow initial buffer. 

Credabl also ensures suitable asset cover / personal net asset value support is available 

on each loan upon inception.  

• Credabl’s clients have benefited from the comprehensive set of assistance packages 

made available by the Australian federal and state governments to SME’s. These 

packages are material and have been critical to reducing the loan deferral requirements 

of the clients. The packages include the: 

 

o Employer cashflow boost  

o JobKeeper payment   

o State small business support grants   

o  Expanded instant asset write off rules 

o ATO support measures  

o Payroll tax relief  

o Commercial rent negotiation principles   

o Childcare relief package  

o Superannuation early access arrangements  

 

• It’s also helpful in the present times that often medical professionals can be redeployed 

from their ‘usual’ occupation back to the front line to support the COVID crisis – e.g. a 

plastic surgeon who suspends elective procedures can still “retool” as needed by  the 

hospital system.  

• However, it is important to note that loans to dentists comprise 60% of the Credabl 

portfolio and dentists were restricted to emergency only procedures until 27 April. As 

such, most dentists faced 5 weeks of significantly reduced activity until 27 April 

followed by a period of reduced activity. This has impacted their deferral 

requirements. 

 

While we cannot predict the future, we do note that Credabl’s deferral requests tailed off in 

the last 2 weeks of April and that, temporary disruption aside, one of the first areas to recover 

post this crisis will be health and human services. 
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 2.2.  Funding structure protections 

 

• The income earned by the funding warehouse we have invested into exceeds the cost 

of the funding and so the underlying loans can receive a partial interest holiday before 

our interest earnings may need to be deferred. This surplus income in the funding 

warehouse has enabled the interest due to our fund for April 2020 to be paid in full 

notwithstanding the deferrals experienced by Credabl. 

 

• As for capital loss, and noting that each loan has personal guarantees and asset 

security, Credabl’s equity at risk in the funding warehouse we have invested into 

currently covers the first 3.3% of net capital losses exposure. While the historical data 

set we have does not contain a period including a pandemic which results in 

substantial shutdowns of dental and other medical practitioners nor as deep a 

downturn as we are now experiencing, the historical performance of similar books is 

that on average over time defaults of 0.25% have been incurred, with a historical peak 

of 0.5% over the course of the past 25+ years, including GFC.  

 

• Importantly, we would expect that given that the underlying client base is in the front 

lines of the Covid 19 fight, Credabl should be a priority recipient of the government 

mechanisms being introduced to assist non-bank finance providers.  

 

2.3.  Portfolio valuation   

 

Fund assets are valued in accordance with Australian accounting principles. Since there have 

been minimal charge offs in the underlying portfolio of the fund core asset, the fund assets are 

currently held at cost. 

 

Our investors are not exposed to the mark to market valuation volatility of other asset classes 

typically held for income yield  - for example; listed hybrids, listed real estate trusts and ASX 

listed credit funds.  
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3. Considering new opportunities  

 

As we consider new investments clearly we cannot predict the future and we must assume we 

will be facing a prolonged period of economic recession.  

 

However, our Credabl investment thesis based on the nature of the medical professionals 

as an obligor base, the quality of the Credabl management team and our funding structural 

protections, has proved its resilience so far in this unprecedented pandemic scenario.  Our 

original proposition to investors that medical professionals are uniquely placed to weather 

downturns has been well supported by the performance of the portfolio to date. Credabl is 

open for business and continuing to selectively originate new receivables and we intend to 

add to our investment into their funding warehouse.  

 

In regards to other opportunities, our team has managed debt and equity portfolios through 

the 2001 and 2008 market stress periods and this has prepared us well to consider the attractive 

potential credit opportunities we are now seeing every day. These are opportunities with solid 

risk profiles and returns that would be enhancing to the fund yield.  

 

The fund remains open for investment and as we obtain opportunities that meet our 

investment criteria we will progress with these while keeping clients informed of the portfolio 

evolution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rob Hamer      James Williamson 

Portfolio Manager     Chief Investment Officer 

 


